Housing Working Group Meeting #4

Agenda
December 6, 2017, 6 – 8:30 pm

Meeting objective: Gain consensus on actions that will be written into the plan as recommendations, and select 3-5 indicators that the City will measure on an ongoing basis after the plan has been released.

- Discuss Working Group feedback on the Priority Matrix developed by City and consultant teams.

- Identify a final list of actions to include as plan recommendations (both near-term and aspirational).

- Present indicators recommended by the planning team that are most effective and feasible to track progress along goals.

- Discuss indicators and identify a final list of 3-5 to be included in the plan.

Pre-work: Matrix of all new and modified actions sorted along a difficulty and impact matrix into Quick Wins, Major Projects, Fill-ins, and Low impact/high difficulty actions, and list of 3-5 recommended indicators.